
PREAMBLE TO THE PROPOSED 2018 MEMBERSHIP FEE SCHEDULE 

 

Dear Council Members, 

It is time again to consult and discuss membership fees for the upcoming year. We need to reach agreement to 

pass a resolution at DSA EXCO to impose and invoice the 2018 membership fees. Membership invoices will be sent 

out in November and an early settlement allowance of 10% will be allowed strictly if settled in full by the 20th of 

December 2017. This fee is then ratified at the AGM generally held in March of the next year. The Treasurer, 

together with the EXCO have worked very hard in order to create a proposal which we feel will be acceptable to 

most members, but we are particularly mindful that our council members need time to consult with clubs in order 

to get consensus and buy in. 

What is the aim of the new membership fees: 

• During the 2017 Year, DSA has needed to carry the costs of the running of the Discipline without any 

increase in revenue over the 2016 year. At the same time most of the costs of the running of the 

organisation have escalated by about 8% mostly due to inflation. 

• The result is that DSA have this year been placed in a position to have to say NO to very many requests to 

fund or subsidise the funding of very well worth-while projects which is a great pity. 

• The objectives or DSA as spelt out in the constitution oblige to organisation to carry out several weighty 

responsibilities which, with very low funding becomes almost impossible to achieve in a meaningful 

fashion. 

• The membership fees we are proposing are done so in order to strike a balance between affordability of 

members to pay (with our desire to grow and not shrink our membership) and the revenue we require to 

make a meaningful contribution to the sport. 

• The constitution also requires that the organisation keeps a financial reserve equal to 25% of the average 

expenditure of the previous three financial years. This reserve has never been specified or ringfenced in 

the balance sheet and should be set at R 300 000 which needs to be funded in addition to paying for the 

above. 

What principals have been applied in arriving at the new membership fees: 

• The operating expenses of DSA have fallen from R 1,4m in 2015 to R 1,16m in 2016 (both these years also 

ran at a deficit) and it is projected that this year we will be under the R 1m mark. 

• In order to cope with inflation as well as fund the objectives or the organisation, we will need to cover at 

least R 1.1m expenditure as well as R 200k reserve fund. The total revenue therefore required for 2018 is 

R 1,3m 

• Paying members can no longer afford to subsidise recreational members as the numbers of recreational 

members participating in shows has grown enormously affecting the finances of the Show Holding Bodies, 

the province as well as National budget. In addition, the insurance burden for recreational members can 

no longer be shouldered by other paying members. A Recreational Rider subscription of R 195 has been 

introduced but additional benefits regarding administration of their results has also been introduced. 

• An annual horse registration and administration fee of R 205 per horse will be charged in order to assist 

with the cost of computer and labour overheads related to this overhead. 

• We have introduced a three-tier adult competitive scale for several reasons including the support of riders 

in the smaller provinces who have a greater cost to travel to regular shows in the larger provinces. 

• We have scrapped the concept of charging a sponsor an annual membership fee as we feel it to be 

counterproductive.  



How do we move on from here? 

• We invite all Council members to consider this proposal and give us input.  

• Please remember if you suggest that a particular fee be lowered, then you need to also indicate 

which other fee will need to be increased to make up the difference. The number of people 

paying such a fee needs to be considered as well. 

• Please fully motivate your suggestions so that we can circulate them for input. 

 

I thank you for your assistance on this matter 

 


